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This paper presents two variants of a new threshold secret sharing schemeholding the above properties. The mechanism is based on several previouslyproposed schemes, namely those of Shamir [13], Pedersen [10], Cachin [4] andPinch [12]. We now briey summarise the basic features of these schemes.Shamir [13] proposed a polynomial interpolation based (t;m)-threshold secretsharing scheme, in which no group of fewer than t from a set of m shareholderscan obtain any information about a secret, and any group of at least t sharehold-ers can compute the secret. While keeping t �xed, a share can be dynamicallyadded or deleted without a�ecting the other shares as long as the total number ofshareholders remaining is at least t. Deleting a share in this context means thatit is made completely inaccessible, even to the owning shareholder. This schemedoes not allow the shares to be reused after the secret has been reconstructed.Pedersen [10] adds a distributed prover to the Shamir scheme, so that the mshares (one for each shareholder) can be veri�ed by the m shareholders.Cachin [4] presents a protocol with `online shareholders', in which each ofa set of shares is chosen randomly. Adding or deleting a share does not a�ectthe other shares, provided that additional authentic, but not secret, informationis posted in a publicly accessible central location. This proposal also does notallow multiple use of the shares.Pinch [12] gives a modi�cation of Cachin's scheme which allows for an arbi-trary number of secrets to be reconstructed without having to redistribute newshares.Both the Cachin and Pinch protocols are designed for general access struc-tures. The number of authentic messages in a publicly accessible noticeboard isproportional to the number of minimal shareholder sets trusted to recover thesecret. If this trusted set number is large, a large noticeboard will be needed. Inparticular, a (t;m)-threshold scheme is an important special case of a generalaccess structure, where the trusted shareholder sets are all combinations of them shareholders taken t at a time, of which there are �mt �, which is of order mtfor t small relative to m. Thus, when using the Cachin or the Pinch scheme toimplement (t,m)-threshold secret sharing, a potentially large public noticeboardof size �mt � must be maintained.In this paper we modify the Pinch scheme to obtain a threshold secret shar-ing scheme by using a reusable polynomial function. The main advantage ofthe new scheme is that a large noticeboard is not required. In addition, thismechanism makes use of publicly accessible provers to give the property of shareveri�cation: i.e., each share is veri�able during both share distribution and secretreconstruction.2 Notation and assumptionsLet p and q be large primes such that q divides p�1. Let G be the additive groupof integers modulo p, and let M be a subgroup of order q of the multiplicativegroup of non-zero integers modulo p (and hence, since q is prime, M will becyclic). Let g be a generator of M , and h : M ! G be a one-way function



such that it is computationally infeasible to recover x from y = h(x). Theseparameters will be used throughout this paper.Suppose that inM the Di�e-Hellman problem [6] is intractable: that is, givenelements g, gx and gy in M and the modulus p, it is computationally infeasibleto obtain gxy. This implies in particular the intractability of the correspondingdiscrete logarithm problem: i.e. given g and gx in M and p it is computationallyinfeasible to recover the exponent x.All protocols in this paper are carried out between a dealer D and a set ofshareholders P = fP1; :::; Pmg. We suppose that the communication channelsbetween D and the m shareholders provide origin authentication and data in-tegrity for the retrieval of noticeboard information. The above parameters, p, q,g, h, G and M , are publicly known to D and P .3 Outline of the Pinch schemeIn this protocol, certain subsets X � P are trusted to recover the secret K. Thefamily of minimal trusted sets is denoted as � . The protocol makes use of anoticeboard where messages can be written by D and read by all shareholders.D initiates the protocol by randomly choosing secret shares si (1 � i � m),integers satisfying 1 < si < q, for each shareholder Pi and then transmits sisecretly to Pi. Alternatively, D and Pi engage in a key-exchange protocol suchas Di�e-Hellman [6] to exchange a suitable si.For each minimal trusted set X 2 � , D randomly chooses gX , a generator ofM , then computes TX = K � h(gQx2X sxX ) (mod p);and posts the pair (gX , TX ) on the noticeboard.To recover the secret K, a minimal trusted set X of shareholders comestogether (without loss of generality suppose X = fP1; :::; Ptg). They formUX = gQti=1 siX = gQx2X sxX (mod p)via a chain from P1 to Pt: i.e., each shareholder Pi contributes his secret sharesi as a power. Finally Pt obtains UX and then reconstructs K asK = TX + h(UX ) (mod p):Note that in this scheme shares are not revealed during secret reconstruction,and h(UX ) is a fresh value given a fresh gX . However, the one-way function hand the shares can be reused for an arbitrary number of secrets reconstructedby di�erent trusted sets, provided that D posts a fresh pair (gX ; TX) on thenoticeboard for each secret and for each particular trusted minimal set.As mentioned earlier, the disadvantage of this scheme is that it needs a largenoticeboard when � is a big family. In particular, if this protocol is used toimplement (t, m)-threshold secret sharing, then the number of elements in �is �mt �, which grows very quickly and which is of the order of mt for m large



relative to t. In the next section we present a modi�cation of this protocol, basedon a reusable polynomial, to provide a threshold scheme which does not need alarge noticeboard.4 A new secret sharing schemeWe present two versions of a new scheme with di�erent requirements for thehandling of invalidated shares. The �rst version works on the assumption eitherthat the shareholders are trusted not to use a share that has been invalidated,or that invalidated shares are completely deleted. The second version does notrely on this assumption.4.1 Version 1Let s (an element of Zq) be a `long term secret', which is shared by the mshareholders. Let K (an element of Zq) be a `short term secret', which will bereconstructed by any group of at least t (t � m) shareholders. The shares of scan be used for the reconstruction of multiple `short term secrets'.D initially distributes partial information (a share) about s to each of them shareholders, in a way based on the Shamir scheme [13] and the Pedersenscheme [10].D chooses a degree t� 1 polynomialf(x) = a0 + a1x+ :::+ at�1xt�1overZq satisfying a0 = s, and computes each share si = f(xi) (1 � i � m). Herexi 2Zq � f0g (xi 6= xj, for i 6= j) is public information about Pi. D then sendsthe share si secretly to Pi and broadcasts a veri�cation sequenceV = (ga0 ; ga1 ; :::; gat�1);each value computed modulo p, to all m shareholders.Each Pi computes vi = t�1Yj=0(gaj )(xi)j (mod p);and veri�es whether vi = gsi(mod p):If this does not hold then Pi broadcasts si and stops. Otherwise Pi accepts theshare.Note that there are a number of cryptographic techniques to distribute shares,e.g. Sun and Shieh [15] use the Di�e-Hellman scheme [6] to do so.For each `short term secret' K, D chooses a random nonce r 2 Zq (whichmust be used only once and cannot be predicted in advance or guessed in the



future by any shareholders or intercepting third parties), and then broadcastsgr, Tr and another veri�cation sequence Vr to all m shareholders, whereTr = K � h(grs) (mod p);and Vr = (ggrs1 ; :::; ggrsm);each value computed modulo p.To recover the secret K, any t shareholders (without loss of generality supposethey are P1, ..., Pt) join together. Each shareholder Pi (1 � i � t) computes andcontributes to all other shareholders grsi . Based on Vr, each contribution canindividually be veri�ed by the other shareholders. After all the contributionshave been checked successfully, the t shareholders each compute grsibi , wherebi = tYj=1j 6=i xjxj � xi (mod q):They then form grs = grs1b1+:::+rstbt = tYi=1grsibi (mod p);and reconstruct the secret K asK = Tr + h(grs) (mod p):Note that the polynomial f , one-way hash function h, `long term secret' sand shares si (1 � i � m) can all be reused for recovering multiple `short termsecrets', provided that D broadcasts the fresh values of gr, Tr and Vr for eachnew `short term secret'.We make the following remarks concerning the above protocol.� In order to allow shareholders to join and leave dynamically, we must assumethat any deleted shares will no longer be acceptable for the reconstructionof any secret. If a shareholder were to leave and his share were to becomeknown to another shareholder (or a third party), then a threshold of only t�1shareholders (possibly with the help of that third party) could reconstructa `short term secret' by using the invalidated share with their t � 1 validshares. The above protocol requires either that the shareholders are trustednot to use a share that has been invalidated, that invalidated shares arecompletely deleted, or that there is some (physical) constraint on the sharesto ensure that invalidated shares cannot be accepted for the reconstructionof any secret.



� The whole point of (t, m)-threshold secret sharing is that any t or moreshareholders are collectively trustworthy. In this protocol, it is assumed thatas soon as any t or more shareholders are no longer considered trustworthy,D must terminate use of the polynomial. Although this is not an unrea-sonable assumption, there may be some application environments where Dwants to continue to use the polynomial after deleting a group of t or moreuntrustworthy shareholders.In the next subsection we will present a modi�ed version, that can avoid thepossibility of reduction of the threshold when some shares are invalidated, andthat can be used under the condition of at most a predetermined number ofshares having been invalidated.4.2 Version 2In this version, we make use of a degree t+u� 1 polynomial instead of a degreet � 1 one. Let u be an upper bound for the number of the shares that can bedeleted by D without compromising the shared secrets.To distribute shares of s, D chooses a degree t+ u� 1 polynomialf(x) = a0 + a1x+ :::+ at+u�1xt+u�1overZq satisfying a0 = s (`long term secret'), and computes each share si = f(xi)(1 � i � m + u). Here xi 2 Zq � f0g (xi 6= xj, for i 6= j) is public information.The element xi+u is publicly associated with shareholder Pi. D then secretlystores the u shares s1, ..., su and sends the remaining shares su+i (1 � i � m) toPi (1 � i � m), one for each shareholder. After that, D broadcasts a veri�cationsequence V = (ga0 ; ga1 ; :::; gat+u�1);each value computed modulo p, to all m shareholders.Each Pi computes vi = t+u�1Yj=0 (gaj )(xu+i)j (mod p);and veri�es whether vi = gsu+i(mod p):If this does not hold then Pi broadcasts su+i and stops. Otherwise Pi acceptsthe share.For each `short term secret' K, D chooses a random nonce r 2 Zq (as men-tioned before, it must be used only once and cannot be predicted in advance orguessed in the future by any shareholders or intercepting third parties). D thendistributes some public information in one of two di�erent ways depending onwhether any shares are invalidated.



When no share is invalidated, D broadcasts gr , Wr , Tr and Vr to all mshareholders, where Wr = (grs1 ; :::; grsu);each value computed modulo p;Tr = K � h(grs) (mod p);and Vr = (ggrsu+1 ; :::; ggrsu+m);each value computed modulo p.The secret shares s1; s2; :::; su kept by D serve as placeholders for shares thatmay be invalidated in the future. In case a share, su+i (1 � i � m), has tobe invalidated, one of the secret shares will be dismissed and replaced by theinvalidated share. More precisely, assume that L (1 � L � u) shares, say s01, ...,s0L in su+1, ..., su+m, are invalidated. D replaces s1, ..., sL with these invalidshares and uses these values in the computation of Wr . D then broadcasts gr ,Wr, Tr, Vr (without ggrs01 , ..., ggrs0L ) and the corresponding variables x01, ..., x0Lwhich have replaced x1, ..., xL, i.e. the positions of the invalidated shares.To recover the secret K, any t shareholders, say P1, ..., Pt, join together.Each shareholder Pi (1 � i � t) computes and contributes to all other share-holders grsu+i . Based on Vr , each contribution is then individually veri�ed bythe other shareholders. After all the contributions are checked successfully, theset shareholders compute grsibi(1 � i � t+ u), wherebi = t+uYj=1j 6=i xjxj � xi (mod q):They then form grs = t+uYi=1 grsibi (mod p);and reconstruct the secret K asK = Tr + h(grs) (mod p):We make the following remarks concerning the above protocol.� The choice of the value u is dependent on the application requirements.We here consider two possible conditions a�ecting the choice of u. The �rstrequires that the number of the shares currently valid at any time duringthe working of the scheme will not be less than t. In this case, the upperbound on the value u is m0 � t, where m0 is the number of valid shares atthe beginning of the scheme. The second requires that the possible numberof invalidated shares must never be larger than u as long as the number ofvalid shares remaining is at least t. In this case, the lower bound on the valueu is m00 � t, where m00 is an upper bound for the total number of the shares



issued by D to P . Note that the complexity of computation of a secret inthis version will grow quickly when the value u becomes very large. Thus inpractice, u would be set at an appropriate level for the application, and thescheme re-initialised should the number of invalidated shares exceed u.� It is clear that if an authorised group (t or more) of shareholders do not fol-low the protocol speci�cations correctly, the protocol will fail. For example,if they reveal their shares to each other, then each member has access to thesecret equivalent to that of the authorised subgroup. In particular, an autho-rised group of t shareholders, say P1, P2, ..., Pt, can pool their secrets andcalculate a value s0 =Pti=1 bisi, which each one can use to calculate a `shortterm secret' (using only public information) when D makes a broadcast.5 Analysis of the new schemeThe security of the scheme. The proposed scheme has the following security prop-erties.1. By using precisely the same arguments as used to prove the correspondingstatements for the Shamir scheme, we can show that the scheme meets thebasic requirements for (t;m)-threshold secret sharing: i.e., during the recon-struction of a `short term secret' no group of fewer than t shareholders canobtain any information about grs, and any t shareholders can compute thisvalue.2. By using precisely the same arguments as used to prove the correspondingstatements for the Pinch scheme, we can show that the `short term secrets'are computationally secure, assuming the intractability of the Di�e-Hellmanproblem in M . The use of the one-way function h ensures that no attackbased on the multiplicative property of the group M will succeed.Shareholder addition/deletion. Based on polynomial interpolation, this schemeallows shareholders to be dynamically added or deleted without having to re-distribute new shares secretly to the existing shareholders. If a shareholder, sayPl, enters, D sends sl (for Version 1) and su+l (for Version 2) secretly to Pland informs all shareholders about xl (for Version 1) and xu+l (for Version 2).As mentioned in the protocol description, Version 1 works on the assumption(without a physical solution) that any deleted shares will no longer be acceptablefor the reconstruction of any secret. Version 2 does not rely on this assumption,but makes use of a disenrollment scheme that allows at most u shareholders toquit without a�ecting the other shares while maintaining the threshold valuet. During dynamic changes to the set of shareholders, in Version 1, D shares a`short term secret' as before, and in Version 2, D only needs to compute renewedvalues of Wr by using the renewed shares. However, in the Cachin protocol andthe Pinch protocol, D has to re-post the pair (gX , TX) for each new minimaltrusted set X involving any added and deleted shareholders on the noticeboard.For a detailed discussion on threshold schemes with disenrollment, the readeris referred to [1]. Charnes, Pieprzyk and Safavi-Naini [5] propose a secret sharing



scheme with disenrollment capability. Although sharing only a single secret, theirscheme uses the idea of `initial conditions' which are converted to working sharesby exponentiation of a primitive element. If a working share is invalidated thena new set of working shares is created by distributing a new primitive element.They make use of a combiner to maintain the reconstruction of the secret. Tocope with the possibility that an `initial condition' may be compromised theypropose using a family of secret sharing schemes. A dealer selects and contributesl independent Shamir threshold schemes to n shareholders. The reconstructionof a secret starts by using the �rst threshold scheme. If an `initial condition'in the �rst threshold scheme is compromised, all the shareholders switch to anew threshold scheme. In a similar way to the scheme proposed in this paper,the Charnes et al. method can tolerate the loss of a speci�ed number of shares.However it is not suitable for the case where a number of shareholders can quitand then all of the shares held by them may be compromised.Polynomial reuse. If t is kept �xed, this scheme allows multiple use of thepolynomial f , because no polynomial value is revealed during secret reconstruc-tion.Suppose a hierarchical access scheme is required, i.e. some shareholders areallowed to have greater rights to access a secret than the other shareholders.We can use the same polynomial of degree t� 1 for Version 1 and t + u� 1 forVersion 2, but let some shareholders hold more than one share, as is suggestedby Shamir [13].In Version 2, as soon as more than u shares of a polynomial are expectedto be invalid (e.g., when the corresponding shareholders will leave), D mustterminate use of the polynomial in order to prevent an unauthorised group fromreconstructing a secret by using unauthorised shares.Share veri�cation. The scheme makes use of two veri�cation sequences (V andVr) so that each share can be veri�ed when it is accepted by a shareholder as hisprivate share and when it is contributed by the shareholder for reconstructinga secret. Assuming the intractability of the Di�e-Hellman problem, these twosequences will not compromise the security of shares.Sun and Shieh [15] propose a polynomial based secret sharing scheme withshare veri�cation by broadcasting a veri�cation sequence, in which the Di�e-Hellman scheme is used to distribute shares. This protocol does not allow mul-tiple use of a polynomial, i.e., for each renewed secret D has to choose a newpolynomial. As Hwang and Chang point out [7], it is di�cult for D to constructmany polynomials with the same degree t� 1 such that all the polynomial val-ues are fresh. Furthermore, it will result in a weakness of the protocol, namelythat by comparing an old share with each value of a current veri�cation se-quence, a shareholder may �nd that he holds more than one valid share. Hwangand Chang then propose a modi�cation to improve the share veri�cation tech-nique, but again, their protocol does not allow multiple use of a polynomial.The scheme proposed in this paper has no such problem. The reason is that notmany polynomials with the same order and the same variables are needed.Other properties. It is easy to see that this scheme has the following further
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